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ABSTRACT 
 
Wireless blasting is an emerging entrant in the mining industry which has significant potential 
to improve certain hazardous situations common to sublevel caving (SLC) operations. The 
technology eliminates the ‘hook-up’ stage of initiation leads prior to blasting; a process that is 
inherently hazardous due to exposure to the production brow and rill, two areas on the 
production front where damaged and/or unstable rock can dislodge.  In addition to improved 
safety, the new technology has the potential for several performance benefits and is a step in 
the direction towards complete automation. A recent full-scale trial of a wireless initiating 
system has been conducted at Ernest Henry Mine, an SLC operation located in north-west 
Queensland. With the predominate aim of the trial to assess the improved safety benefits, 
several opportunities existed to analyse the performance enhancements observed during the 
trial. The aim of this project is to analyse, compare and where possible evaluate the 
performance of a wireless initiation system compared to a wired initiation system used in an 
SLC operation.   
Data was collected over a four-month period on both the performance of wirelessly blasted 
rings and conventionally blasted rings. A total of 29 trail rings and 364 standard rings allowed 
for analysis to be conducted on vibration diagnostics, brow condition, and the extent of oversize 
material post blasting for both initiation systems.  
Analysis of near-field vibrational traces showed that detonation efficiency was consistent with 
five identifiable peaks for section of the blast corresponding to the nominal delay of each 
explosive charge. All clear vibrational traces showed a timing accuracy of less than ±2ms, 
which is consistent with the electronic detonator used within the initiation system. This 
suggests that the wireless communication to the in-hole devices had no effect on timing 
precision. A similar analysis conducted on the pyrotechnic detonators returned an average 
delay accuracy of ±9ms. Analysis of drawpoint inspection sheets found that 67% of rings fired 
with the wireless initiation system were classified in the good brow condition compared to 24% 
for wired nonelectric detonators following a set of site specific criteria. Oversize material 
removed from each blast on the trial level was next investigated with a focus on the first 2000 
tonnes of draw from each ring. This minimises the effect of oversize due to secondary and 
tertiary recovery from overlying levels. The amount of oversize in the wirelessly basted rings 
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was found to be 50.1% less than the average oversize quantities in the pyrotechnic detonated 
rings. The favourable results was attributed to an improvement in the timing accuracy and a 
reduction of non- and partial detonation due to potential hole dislocations.      
The analysis conducted on the performance of the new wireless technology identifies several 
areas where the wireless initiating system outperforms its wired counterpart. Improvements in 
detonation accuracy and the ability to modify timings to any desired millisecond sees a large 
opportunity in the refinement of timing plans to best fracture the rock mass. Improved brow 
conditions makes for a safer work environment and the reduction in oversize maximises loader 
and drawpoint utilisation.    
A cost benefit analysis was beyond the scope of this project as the author had no access to cost 
information. This will be a necessary task in order to evaluate the business case and future 
implementation of this technology. Further analysis should also focus on the improved 
drawpoint availability resulting from the removal of the hook-up process. Additionally, the 
adoption of this technology in sublevel caving operations would allow for an update in 
literature regarding the optimal inter-hole delay timing plan across production rings to achieve 
desired fragmentation. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
As more and more of the world’s shallow, easily accessible deposits are identified and 
exploited, and the demand for metal continues to increase, pressure is being put on the mining 
industry to exploit deposits laid at depth (Wood et. al, 2010) This, coupled with the present 
need for lean and efficient operations sees an increasing emergence of underground mass 
mining operations. One such underground mass mining method is Sub Level Caving (SLC).  
SLC is a top-down mining method where horizontal slices of in-situ ore are progressively 
blasted and extracted, creating a void for overlying waste material to cave and fill (Dunstan & 
Power, 2011). Sublevel caving has higher operating costs than block caving, however, is 
preferred for orebodies with smaller footprints and a more competent rock mass.   This method 
allows for earlier production, less upfront development, less dilution, and greater flexibility 
over its caving counterpart, block caving. Disadvantages of the method include lower recovery, 
moderate to high dilution, extensive drilling and blasting costs and increased hazards faced 
during the production charging process.  
In addition to the use of bulk explosives and elevated work platforms is the exposure the 
charge-up crew experience working near drawpoint rills. The drawpoint rill is an inherently 
unstable area where a vertical column of fragmented material has the capacity to mobilize and 
flow through the drawpoint. Prior to firing, the charge–up crew must access the initiation leads 
to perform a “hook-up” of the ring. In situations where brow break back occurs, personnel must 
work off the face of the rill in order to recover the leads (Lovitt, 2016). Another, potentially 
fatal, hazard is the potential for rock fall due to an unstable brow. These hazards are 
predominantly controlled through the application of safe work practices and procedures. 
However, it is the emergence of new technology that may have the greatest impact. 
Wireless blasting is a new addition to the mining industry aiming to improve safety in such 
hazardous situations. Orica’s Wireless Electronic Blasting System (WEBS) allows for firing 
signals to be sent directly to an in-hole receiver attached to each individual detonator, 
completely removing the need for initiation leads. The technology eliminates any concerns 
associated with the hook-up of initiation leads, including the exposure to rills and rockfalls due 
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to brow damage (Lovitt, 2016). In addition to improved safety, wireless blasting has the 
potential for several performance benefits. In particular, it is hypothesised that this technology 
will improve the detonation performance of production blasts and increase drawpoint 
availability through the elimination of hook-up time, both of which have significant 
downstream benefits. With the predominate aim of the technology to improve safety 
underground, there lies scope to provide analysis on the performance of the product. 
1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Recently, Orica’s Wireless Electronic Blasting System (WEBS) has undergone full scale trials 
at Ernest Henry Mine (EHM). This trial consisted of 29 rings across one sub-level being 
initiated exclusively using the wireless technology. An opportunity to provide an analysis on 
the performance of the product was identified. However, there is no standard way of analysing 
SLC blasting performance in-situ and hence several key performance measures were combined 
in order to evaluate the performance of the new system and compare it to conventional wired 
initiation systems used in SLC. These key measures analysed included near-field vibrational 
diagnostics, the quantity of oversize material following a blast and the extent of damage to the 
brow area. 
1.2.1 Mine Setting 
This research project is based on data collected from Ernest Henry Mine (EHM), located 38 
km north east of Cloncurry in North West Queensland, Australia. EHM is a porphyry 
copper/gold deposit dipping at approximately 45º, see Figure 1. The deposit was originally 
mined as an open pit where it has since transitioned underground to a SLC operation. The mine 
targets an annual production rate of 6.4 Mtpa with an existing mine life of 10 years. Ore is 
produced from 25 m sub-levels where it then travels through a network of ore passes where the 
material is then crushed, conveyed and hoisted to the surface concentrator facility. The 
underground workings extend to a depth of 1km below the surface. 
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1.3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
1.3.1 Aim 
This research project aims to compare and where possible evaluate the performance of wireless 
blasting against traditional ‘wired’ initiation systems following a criteria that will consider 
detonation performance and productivity measures such as fragmentation, oversize frequency 
and brow condition, 
1.3.2 Objectives 
The key objectives that will facilitate the aim of the project have been identified and are as 
follows: 
 Conduct a detailed literature review in order to gain the relevant knowledge base 
necessary to interpret and analyse the available data; 
 Perform a baseline analysis of the blasting process in sub level caving operations to 
identify factors contributing to the blasting performance prior to the use of wireless 
blasting. 
Figure 1. Ernest Henry Mine Layout (Power & Campbell, 2016) 
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 Provide an in-depth analysis of blast monitor data for both pyrotechnic and wireless 
detonation systems; 
 Assess the fragmentation of ore for both wireless and conventional blasting practices;  
 Complete a comparison of production data to assess the technologies effect on charging 
times and drawpoint availability; and   
 Evaluate any incremental benefits stemming from the performance of the new 
technology. 
1.4 SCOPE 
Several elements associated with the project topic were first researched in a detailed literature 
review. This was essential so that a relevant and current knowledge base could be obtained to 
interpret and analyse the acquired data. These research elements included the production 
charging process in SLC, factor influencing blast performance, fragmentation/flow/recovery in 
SLC mining, wireless blasting and the monitoring of blast performance. 
This research project first facilitates the collection of data necessary to build a database 
considering the performance characteristics outlined in the aim. This data was used to analyse 
the performance of production rings detonated using a wireless detonation system at a sub level 
caving operation in North West Queensland. Data in the form of geophone blast signatures, 
charging time, quantity of oversize, collar condition, and primary recovery statistics was used 
in conjunction with ring design, ring sleep time, and rock mass properties to compare the 
performance between a wireless blasting system and traditional pyrotechnic detonation. 
1.5 INDUSTRY RELEVANCE 
Sub level caving operations have one of the most intensive blasting regimes of all underground 
mining methods. Blasting is constricted to 1 or 2 rings at a time due to the absence of sufficient 
void for blasted material to occupy. As such, any improvement made to the design of blasts or 
the products used has significant downstream benefits. This creates a need for drill and blast 
engineers to look for new and improved ways to enhance the performance of production 
blasting. Accessing the available information of existing products and their prior recorded 
performance is therefore key when assessing applicability. 
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With wireless blasting being a new entrant to the mining industry, there is a large gap in 
knowledge of the product and its performance. This research project helps to close this gap by 
providing analysis on the performance benefits of the new technology in the context of sub-
level caving operations. Understanding the performance benefits will allow of more informed 
decisions when deciding between products. 
The development of this technology is also a step forwards in the direction of full underground 
automation in sublevel caving. The charging and hook-up process in SLC mining is very 
dexterous and hence requires personnel to complete. The elimination of wires removes an 
intricate portion of these processes and hence opens possibilities for future automation.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
Theoretical concepts relating to the effect detonation performance has on underground blasting 
have been compiled in order to address common issues faced by SLC production blasting. Past 
literature on the specific effect that detonation efficiency has on fragmentation and subsequent 
gravity flow and recovery has been thoroughly reviewed allowing for an accumulated 
understanding of the downstream effects of such conventional initiation issues. Theoretical 
methods and field experiments conducted at SLC operations relating to blast performance 
fragmentation and flow have also been assessed to aid in subsequent analysis to be conducted 
on the new wireless technology.   
This chapter will initially provide a review of the SLC mining method, introducing the SLC 
production blasting process and its respective challenges. A detailed background of SLC 
production blasting follows with emphasis on SLC geometry, ring design, charge distribution 
and initiation systems. Focus is placed on the conventional initiation systems used in SLC 
mining and the many issues faced by traditional ‘wired’ initiation. To contrast these tradition 
systems, the state-of-the art on wireless blasting is discussed, introducing the technology and 
the issues it aims to remedy. Further theoretical literature on SLC material flow, recovery and 
fragmentation is reviewed, addressing the fundamental principles of granular flow with 
additional focus on the effect detonation performance has on fragmentation and subsequent 
material flow and recovery. Lastly, underground blast vibration monitoring techniques and 
methods of interpretation are discussed to aid in the collection and analysis of underground 
blast diagnostics.  
2.2 SUBLEVEL CAVING MINING METHOD  
Sublevel caving (SLC) is a top-down underground mining method whereby horizontal slices 
of in-situ ore are progressively blasted and extracted, creating a void for overlying waste to 
cave and occupy (Dunstan & Power, 2011). The applicability of this mass mining method relies 
on several geological and geotechnical characteristics. These include cavability of the 
overlying waste rock, steeply dipping orebody, large orebody footprint, uniform grade 
distribution and competent orebody. Figure 2 depicts the typical layout and production cycle 
of an SLC operation. 
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Figure 2. Mining by Sublevel Caving (Hamrin, 2001) 
The production cycle in SLC operations begin with the development of horizontal sublevels 
which divide the orebody at regular vertical intervals. The development of each sublevel 
consists of several parallel production drifts (oredrives) spaning the entire area of the orebody 
footprint (Bull & Page, 2000). Access to each production drift is facilitated by a footwall drift 
which borders the perimeter of the orebody. The footwall drift is accessible via an access cross-
cut connecting each sublevel to a decline. Following the development of a sublevel, production 
up-holes are drilled in each production drift in a fan or ring pattern. These rings are drilled at 
regular intervals along each production drift, typically several months in advance of production 
charging and blasting (Bull & Page, 2000). Charging and blasting then takes place commencing 
at the hanging wall and progressively moving towards the footwall drift. This is typically 
conducted in a slow, ring-by-ring basis where ore is mucked between firings. The location of 
active production in each of the adjacent production drifts is scheduled so that a straight front 
is formed retreating towards the footwall. Ore mucked from each ring is transported to 
orepasses located on the footwall side of the orebody connecting each level to a collection level 
where ore can be loaded into a crusher and subsequently conveyed or hoisted to the surface. If 
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truck haulage is used, orepasses on each level are exchanged for stockpiles bays, allowing for 
direct haulage from each production level to the surface (Bull & Page, 2000). 
The advantages of SLC include: high production rate, early production due to a top-down 
approach, high recovery, flexibility of extraction if new geological information is obtained, 
selectivity of ore compared to block caving, and safe. The disadvantages of SLC include: high 
development cost, surface subsidence and intensive drilling and charging costs. 
2.3 PRODUCTION BLASTING IN SLC OPERATIONS 
2.3.1 Ring Geometry and Design 
Over the last 50 years, the scale and geometry of sublevel caving operations has increased 
significantly (Brunton et al., 2010). In comparison to classic SLC design, sublevels are now 
being developed further apart, ring burdens widening and production drift spacing increasing 
(Bull & Page, 2000). Table 1 summarises this increase in scale between the years 1963 to 2003. 
Table 1. Progression of SLC design parameters over time (Hustrulid & Kvapil, 2010) 
Parameter Year 
 1963 1983 2003 
Drift width (m) 5 5 7 
Drift height (m) 3.5 4 5 
Sublevel height (m) 9 12 27 
Sublevel drift spacing (m) 10 11 25 
Blast hole diameter (mm) 45 57-76 115 
Burden (m) 1.6 1.8 3 
Holes/ring 9 9 10 
Tons/ring (t) 660 1080 9300 
Tons/meter of drift (t/m) 400 600 3100 
 
An increase in geometry has, in turn, significantly increased the size of production rings, as 
seen in Figure 3. This scale up has been made possible through improvements in explosive and 
blasting methods.  
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Figure 3. Sublevel caving ring scale up progression (Hustrulid, 2009) 
Another alteration to the general geometry of rings was developed by Cullum (1994) whereby 
the classical ‘silo’ shape ring pattern was replaced by the improved ‘practical’ pattern, both of 
which can be seen in Figure 4 below. Under the classical ring pattern production holes were 
required to be drilled much longer, increasing deviation at the toes of each hole. Additionally, 
due to an elongated design, dilution was entering much earlier in the extraction of each ring, 
typical as early as 20 – 40 percent draw (Bull & Page, 2000). However, under the improved 
‘practical’ ring pattern, dilution has been recorded at much higher draw extractions (well over 
50 per cent) allowing for improved grade factors (Bull & Page, 2000). The exact mechanisms 
behind this improvement in dilution will be discussed in further detain in section ‘2.4 Flow, 
Recovery and Fragmentation in SLC Mining’.  
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Figure 4. Comparison of classical and improved SLC ring layouts (Bull & Page, 2000) 
In addition to ring layout, there are several other parameters that facilitate ring design. These 
include, the number of holes per ring, blasthole diameter, design burden, toe spacing, ring 
inclination and shoulder hole angle. Empirical first pass parameters or ‘rules of thumb’ 
continue to serve as the foundation of ring design in SLC. These guidelines have been derived 
from studies where the correlation these parameters have on blast performance are studied 
(Onderra & Chitombo, 2007). A summary of these first pass parameters can be seen in Table 
2. 
Table 2. SLC ring design rules of thumb 
Ring Design Parameter Rule of Thumb 
Number of Holes, N 7 < N < 10 (Brunton et al., 2010) 
Blasthole diameter, D (mm) 64 < D < 115 (Onederra & Chitombo, 2007) 
Design burden, B (m) B = 20×D for ANFO (Bullock & Hustrulid, 2000) 
B = 25×D for emulsion (Bullock & Hustrulid, 2000) 
B < 3 (Bull & Page, 2000) 
Toe spacing, S (m) S = 1.3×B (Bullock & Hustrulid, 2000) 
Ring inclination, α (°) 70 < α < 80 (Bullock & Hustrulid, 2000) 
Shoulder hole angle, β (°) Β > 50 (Bull & Page, 2000) 
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2.3.2 Charge Distribution 
In SLC operations, the goal of a production blast is to ensure even breakage of the ring volume, 
limited damage to brows and adjacent rings whilst maintaining cost effectiveness. This is 
predominately achieved though ring design and the selection of explosives, initiation timing 
and charge distribution. The charge distribution of explosives within a blast volume is of 
critical importance (Onederra & Chitombo, 2007). Charge distribution describes the charge 
length and charge location within each blasthole in a designed firing. This is an essential design 
step in underground production blasting as the blast holes of a ring converge near the collars 
of each hole due to the confinement of a drive. Recommended guidelines, such as the AEL 
approach, facilitate as first pass parameters for determining uncharged collar lengths. Under 
the AEL approach, three uncharged stemming lengths are sequentially applied across a ring, as 
seen in Figure 5.  
 
Figure 5. AEL Explosive Charging Guidelines (Onederra, 2016) 
The appropriate stemming length at each hole can be calculated using the following formula: 
 Ts (Shortest Uncharged Length) = 20 × charge diameter; 
 Tm (Intermediate Uncharged Length) = 50 × charge diameter; and 
 Tl (Longest Uncharged Length) = 125 × charge diameter. 
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The recommended sequence under the AEL approach is Ts, Tl, Tm, Tl ect, however in practice 
this sequence varies depending on ring geometry to achieve best results. An example of a 
typical EHM SLC ring charge distribution can be seen below in Figure 6. 
 
 
2.3.3 Conventional Wired Initiation Systems 
The initiation system of an individual blast consists of three primary components: a 
communication link, detonator and primer (Onederra, 2016). The detonation sequence begins 
with a signal sent to the detonator via the communication link. This is typically achieved using 
a pyrotechnic tube or electric wire. The initiation of the detonator then follows providing 
sufficient shock to initiate an intermediate explosive known as a primer or booster which 
generates the additional required shock to initiate the bulk explosive within the blastholes. 
Three types of initiation systems are commonly used in modern blasting practices, namely 
electric, nonelectric and electronic detonators, seen in Figure 7. Deviations in each system are 
constrained to the different technologies used for the communication link and detonator 
components.  
  
Figure 6. Typical EHM SLC 8 Hole Charge Distribution 
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Figure 7. (a) electric detonator, (b) nonelectric detonator, and (c) electronic detonator (Zhang, 2016) 
Electronic detonators initiate via a bridge wire connecting the two leg wires (Zhang, 2016). 
This bridge wire, ignites a pyrotechnic delay element of predetermined delay, which initiates a 
primer and later secondary charge of the detonator. A primary advantage of electronic 
detonators is that circuit testing can be performed, preventing misfires experienced when 
incorrect connections are present. Two major disadvantages with this initiation system is the 
low accuracy of the pyrotechnic delay element and premature detonation due to stray electric 
currents (Zhang, 2016). Nonelectric detonators are similar to electric detonators with the 
exception of the communication link. Unlike an electric wire, nonelectric detonators are 
initiated via ‘shock tube’, a reactive material enclosed within a hollow tube that creates a dust 
like explosion sending an impulse to the detonator (Mackay, 2001). While this initiation system 
significantly reduces the chance of premature detonation, it still has low detonation accuracy 
due to a pyrotechnic delay element. Non-electric detonators are commonly used in sublevel 
caving operations as they are low cost and meet the needs of the simplicity and repetitiveness 
of each ring firing. An electronic detonator utilises both an electric communication link and an 
electronic delay, see Figure 7c. One advantage of using an electronic delay is the accuracy of 
detonation, with delay variability or ‘scatter’ of +/- 1 ms (Wiseman & Timbrell, 2016). This is 
a significant improvement to a pyrotechnic initiation system which has an accuracy ranging 
between 5 to 25 milliseconds (Wiseman & Timbrell, 2016). Additionally, electronic detonators 
can be programmable to any nominal delay, allowing for tailored delay timings suitable to the 
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blast in question. A major disadvantage associated with electronic detonators is the higher cost 
compared to pyrotechnic detonators.  
There are several challenges faced in sublevel caving operation due to the use of conventional 
‘wired’ detonators (Bowen, 2015). Due to each detonator requiring a wire or tube as a 
communication link, the production charging crew must work in close proximity to the brow 
and rill when performing a ‘hook-up’ for a given ring, see Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8. Human exposure to the rill and brow during the hook-up process (Bowen, 2015) 
This is a significant safety hazard as both the rill and brow are inherently unstable. This risk is 
amplified in the occurrence of brow back-break where workers must work off the rill 
underneath damaged ground in an attempt to recover the initiation leads out of the blast hole. 
Another issue experienced in sublevel caving is the occurrence of hole dislocations or ‘cut-
offs’, seen in Figure 9. 
RILL 
BROW 
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Figure 9. Example of a hole cut-off and a re-drill 
This can result from damage produced by a nearby ring firing. When hole dislocation occurs 
to a pre-charged ring, detonation leads can shear, rendering the charged blasthole useless. This 
significantly reduces the performance of the blasting outcome which will be discussed in detail 
in ‘Section 2.4 Flow, Recovery and Fragmentation in SLC’. To limit these effects, re-drills are 
often performed which is both costly and time consuming, shown in green. Poor fragmentation 
and increased oversize can result from these issues affecting the ore flow and increasing 
dilution. 
2.3.4 Wireless Initiation Systems 
Wireless blasting is concept that has been used in the mining industry for decades, bringing 
significant benefits in safety and convenience. Mallette, (2016) identifies three general 
advancements in wireless blasting: 
 A wireless connection between a designated firing point to a remote box near the blast 
pattern; 
 A wireless connection between a designated firing point to a wireless transceiver 
located at the collar of a blast; and 
 A wireless connection between a designated firing point to in-hole receiver within each 
blasthole. 
The last class, involving in-hole receivers, is a new technology known as a Wireless Electronic 
Blasting System (WEBS) which has been developed by Orica in an attempt to remedy the 
issues associated with detonator wires and signal tube. While this product has several 
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applications, emphasis is being placed on the product to increase the safety of production 
blasting in sublevel caving operations. Orica’s Wireless Electronic Blasting System consists of 
three primary components: 
 A plugin electronic detonator; 
 A primer/booster; and 
 A disposable receiver (DRX). 
The DRX consists of a battery power source and electrics required to receive, amplify and 
decode signals sent to the device (Mallette, 2016).  The assembly of all components can be 
seen below in Figure 10.  
 
Figure 10. Components of the wireless primer (Bowen, 2015) 
When at the charging stage of a SLC production ring, the electronic detonator is first connected 
to the DRX, activating the battery within the DRX. The booster is then attached to the DRX-
detonator sub-assembly to fully assemble the blasting system. The initiation system is then 
given a required delay time and group identity number (GID) via an encoder. This GID allows 
for a pre-selected group of primers to be fired as a sub-set within the full set of primers within 
the communication range of the transmitter (Lovitt, 2016). This is essential in sublevel caving 
where a large number of rings may be pre-charged in close proximity to the fired ring(s). Once 
encoding has been completed, the wireless primer is ready to be placed in the desired blasthole 
where it is held in place by a retention spider or tether attachment. 
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Communications to the in-hole receiver is achieved via an oscillating magnetic field generated 
from a transmitter. The transmitter consists of a power source, a controller, a current generator 
and a loop antenna (Mallette, 2016). Alternating current (AC) flows through a loop antenna to 
generate oscillating fields which carry data through the modulation of frequency or amplitude. 
These are ultra-low frequencies (ULF’s) allowing communication ranges in excess of 1 
kilometre.  
As the wireless system developed by Orica is the first of its kind and the product is still 
undergoing trials and thus no technical literature describing the performance of the product is 
publicly available. 
 
2.4 FRAGMENTATION, FLOW AND RECOVERY IN SLC 
Effective gravity flow in underground sublevel caving operations is becoming increasing 
understood and is essential to the success of an operation. Fundamental to the concept of gravity 
flow is the size distribution of the flow material, first identified by Kvapil (1965). It comes as 
no surprise, therefore, that production blasting in sublevel caving operations is identified 
throughout literature (Kvapil, 1982), (Bull & Page, 2000), (Hustrulid, 2000), (Power, 2004), 
(DeGagne & McKinnon, 2005), (Brunton, 2009), (Wimmer, 2012), as the initial and most 
important aspect of material flow behaviour. It is essential to understand the processes of 
gravity flow in SLC so that any improvement in blast performance can be evaluated 
accordingly. 
2.4.1 The basic theory of granular flow 
Early work conducted by Kvapil (1965), identified that the “knowledge of the flow of liquids 
cannot be applied to gravity flow of coarse materials” leading to the development one of the 
first mathematical model for granular material flow. Central to this development was the 
concept of a flow ellipsoids, seen in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Early development of the mechanisms governing gravity flow (Janelid and Kvapil, 1966) 
Under this theory, an ellipsoidal zone above a draw point was identified as the zone of extracted 
material (known as the ellipsoid of extraction). Additionally, a zone of material movement that 
was not extracted was also defined as an elliptical shape (known as the ellipsoid of loosening). 
The shape of these ellipsoids for different material mobilities was found using silo-like physical 
models of sand, gravel and rocks. A major limitation to the work conducted by Kvapil (1965) 
was that the model did not account for discrepancies in fragmentation size or boundaries 
conditions, two fundamental aspects of flow in SLC operations. This is confirmed by Bull & 
Page (2000) stating that the “fragmentation and flow characteristics occurring in a choke blast 
situation (compaction of waste, variable size and shape of fragmentation throughout the ring) 
conflicts significantly with the assumptions of regular loose flow of uniform, fine grained, 
material in a bin.” Consequently, as time progressed, more advanced modelling approaches 
were established. A summary of these approaches can be seen by Wimmer (2010), including 
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stochastic methods, plasticity theory, cellular automata, discrete element method along with 
small-scale and full-scale experiments. 
The discrete element method (DEM) is one numerical method widely used for modelling 
granular flow, as it provides possibilities of better insight into gravity flow mechanisms 
(Lapcevic & Torbica, 2017). DEM is a numerical model allowing the motion of a discrete 
number of elements to be modelled based on Newton’s law of motion. This is useful for 
granular flow as the elements can be of varying size and placed within boundaries that would 
simulate SLC rings. A recent example of this application can be seen below in Figure 12, where 
Lapcevic & Torbica (2017) study the influence fragmentation and rock mass friction have on 
gravity flow formation. 
 
Figure 12. DEM ore fragment size distribution (Lapcevic & Torbica, 2017) 
 
Large scale field experiments have also been conducted in the form of marker trials in order to 
monitor and understand flow behaviour in operating SLC operations. These experiments 
consist of an array of ‘markers’ being positioned in the burdens of rings prior to firing. These 
markers are later detected in the material handling system and are cross referenced with the 
initial position of the marker in the ring and the tonnage extracted before the marker was 
discovered (Lapcevic & Torbica, 2017). In recent times, the development of electronic markers 
have been used so that real time draw results can be analysed.  
particle radius (m) 
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2.4.2 SLC recovery and detonation performance 
In a doctoral thesis by Brunton (2009), the effect of a large portion of SLC ring parameters 
have been studied for impact on material flow and recovery using data collected from a full-
scale marker trial conducted at Ridgway SLC. A portion of the dissertation looks at the 
correlation between blast performance and extraction zone recovery with a particular focus on 
detonation performance. To achieve this, blast monitoring was conducted on a number of SLC 
production rings to categorise firings into ‘no detonation issues’ and ‘detonation issues’. The 
primary, secondary and tertiary recoveries for both detonation categories were then correlated 
to identify any variations. The results of this analysis can be seen below in Table 3 whereby 
‘no’ and ‘yes’ are statements to categorise no detonation and detonation issues respectively. 
Table 3. Results for the effect of detonation performance on extraction zone recovery (Brunton, 2009) 
 
This analysis found statistically significant results suggesting that poor detonation performance 
has a negative influence on extraction zone recovery, thus having a negative effect on the 
operations financials. This is later concluded to likely be the result of hole cut-offs, an issue 
resolved by wireless blasting. A limitation to this study is that a limited data set of three rings 
were studied. 
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2.4.3 SLC fragmentation and detonator performance 
To gain further insight into the effects of poor detonator performance, it is necessary to 
understand the impact detonation performance has on fragmentation. In a doctoral dissertation 
by Onederra (2005), the effect of detonation efficiency on fragmentation and uniformity is 
studied. Using a stochastic approach, different degrees of detonator efficiency in SLC rings are 
modelled against a uniformity index (nc) and fragmentation factor (F). A detonator efficiency 
factor was established representing the portion of detonated holes to charged holes. Detonator 
efficiency factors ranged from 0.8 to 1.0 over four burden distances (2.5m, 2.6m, 2.7m and 
2.8m). Variations in the fragmentation factor for the simulated detonation efficiency factors in 
a 10 hole ring can be seen below in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13. Modelling detonation efficiency vs fragmentation (Onederra, 2005) 
From this analysis, the fragmentation could be seen decrease as detonation efficiency 
decreases. This is to be expected as a reduction in explosive energy concentration is 
experienced when a hole does not detonate. 
2.5 SLC BLAST MONITORING AND DIAGNOSTICS 
2.5.1 Blast Vibration Monitoring 
Monitoring blast performance in underground mines comes with additional challenges. Unlike 
surface blasts, underground blasts are unable to be visually monitored for performance. As 
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such, a great deal of emphasis is placed on blast-induced vibration monitoring for post blast 
diagnostics. This is achieved through placing ground motion sensors (commonly geophones 
and accelerometers) on or inside the rock surrounding a blast of interest. If the monitors are 
close enough to a blast, distinct ground vibration packets for each successful detonated charge 
can be recorded and analysed (Andrieux, 1996). This allows for several inferences to be made 
about the detonation performance of a blast, as seen in literature by (Andrieux, 1996), (Brunton, 
2009) and (Zhang, 2005). Andrieux (1996) identifies several issues identifiable by vibration 
monitoring which may lead to non- or partial detonation. The occurrence of either having a 
number of negative implications on a blast, as outlined by (Zhang, 2005): 
 
 Reduction in planned powder factor, negatively impacting fragmentation; 
 Size and quantity of oversize/boulders increases, negatively effecting material loading; 
 The formation of nitrogen compounds from undetonated explosives, contaminating the 
surface and water; 
 Increased ore loss and dilution due to more oversize; and 
 ‘mine-to-mill’ inefficiency’s as a result of poor fragmentation.  
In addition to non- or partial detonation, Zhang, (2005) also states that the delay time between 
any two blast holes has a significant influence on fragmentation due increase energy utilisation 
through superposition. Both of these issues stemming from detonator efficiencies can be 
monitored by near-field vibration monitoring and both have the potential to be eliminated by 
wireless electronic blasting. Identifying the presence and occurrence of these detonator issues 
for both pyrotechnic and wireless initiation systems will form a large portion of this projects 
analysis.  
2.5.2 Vibration Record Interpretation 
In a PHD thesis by Brunton (2009), the interpretation of several blast inefficiencies via 
vibration records were reviewed to aid later analysis. These included: 
 Out of sequence detonation; 
 Detonation scatter; 
 Deficient or partial detonation of explosive charge; 
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 Instantaneous and sympathetic detonation of explosive charges; and 
 General quantification of peak particle velocity, acceleration, and displacement. 
Blast vibration records or blast signatures are the outputs from geophones which graph particle 
velocity over time. As individual charges detonate, discrete vibration ‘packets’ are logged 
leaving a distinct series of velocity spikes over the blast duration. An example of how Brunton 
(2009) interprets a Ridgeway blast vibration record can be seen below in Figure 14.    
 
Figure 14. Typical vibration record and interpretation for a seven hole SLC blast (Brunton, 2009) 
Red dashed lines are the designed delay times with the initiation of the ring blast beginning at 
the spike of the first detonated hole. Black circles and rectangles provide information relating 
to the hole number and instantaneous charge weight for a respective delay time. Blue circles, 
lines and text provide annotation and interpretation of the blast. A total of 19 blast vibration 
records were interpreted by Brunton, (2009) for fired production rings at Ridgway SLC. 
Several findings resulting from this analysis suggest issues typically expected using 
pyrotechnic initiation systems, including a high occurrence of non- or partial detonation and 
detonation scatter. 
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2.6 CONCLUSION  
A reoccurring theme throughout several pieces of reviewed literature was the effect that 
fragmentation has on SLC recovery and material flow. It can be reliably concluded that as 
fragmentation size decreases and the uniformity of fragmentation increases, recovery increases 
due to favourable flow conditions. It was thus no surprise to find supporting literature linking 
the performance of production blasting to such downstream benefits.  
Upon reviewing initiation systems in SLC operations, several challenges compromising both 
underground safety and blast performance were discovered. Notably the safety concerns 
associated with production personnel working in proximity to active rills, damaged brows and 
the performance issues associated with non- or partial detonation. Pyrotechnic delays were 
found to have a large detonation timing scatter, 5-25ms, which can affect the performance of a 
blast. Two factors that wireless initiations systems have the potential to improve, if not 
eliminate.  
Upon reviewing the impact of poor detonation performance on recovery, it was found that non- 
or partial detonation had statistically significant implication of primary, secondary and tertiary 
recovery from SLC draw points. A study conducted by Brunton (2009) found that 89% of 
trialled SLC rings experienced detonation issues leading to a 10.4% decrease in the primary 
recovery. Zhang (2005) also found a large portion, 24%, of rings experiencing detonation 
issues. This was attributed, in several pieces of literature, to be the result of poor fragmentation 
stemming from poor detonator performance. These claims were supported in a study 
investigating the effects of detonator performance of fragmentation.  
A review of blast vibration diagnostics found several examples in past literature of how to 
identify and interpret the detonator efficiency of an SLC ring blast. The methods described by 
Brunton (2009) are fundamental to the analysis of the wireless blasting technology within this 
project and will form a major component to which the product will be compared with 
conventional ‘wired’ initiation systems. 
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CHAPTER 3: DATA COLLECTION AT A 
SUBLEVEL CAVING OPERATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The following chapter outlines the data collected for this project at the Ernest Henry Mine. 
Additionally, equipment and databases used to collect this data will be discuss along with any 
limitations encountered. Data collected on blast domain and blast design will also be addressed 
to assess whether there are any external factors that may have an effect on the validity of the 
performance data collected. A basic analysis on the 3D energy distributions of the conventional 
baseline production rings and the wireless rings is then conducted to conclude whether a change 
in product manufacturer will have a significant effect on the fragmentation of the blasts.  
3.2 DATA COLLECTED FOR EVALUATION PURPOSES  
Data collected for the performance evaluation was broken into two categories; baseline and 
wireless. For this project, baseline performance data refers to all data collected on the 
conventional production rings fired with pyrotechnic ‘wired’ detonators. Conversely, wireless 
data corresponds to the same types of performance data collected for the wirelessly blasted 
production rings. To limit the effects of differing blasting domains, baseline performance data 
collected was limited to 1500 Level, the same level that the wireless trial was conducted. A 
plan view of 1500 Level detailing the location of the wireless trial rings can be seen below in 
Figure 15.   
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Figure 15. Location of wireless trial production rings 
A total of 29 production rings were fired using the wireless detonators across 11 oredrives. 
With the wireless trial finishing in April 2017 and data collected in July 2017, a large dataset 
of baseline production rings was available both behind and in front of the wireless rings. Due 
to the wireless trial targeting the safety benefits of the technology, limited direct performance 
based data was collected during the trial. Therefore, performance data routinely collected at 
EHM formed the majority of the data collected. Performance data collected for both the 
baseline and wireless production rings included: 
 Loader (LHD) material movements from each ring; 
 Near-field vibrational traces of individual ring firings; and 
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 Drawpoint inspection sheets detailing the post blast fragmentation and extent of brow 
damage. 
LHD production data collected allowed for the analysis of oversize movements from each ring, 
which acts as an indicator of blast performance. This data was collected from the on-site 
production database management system known as PitRAM. In the case of ore material 
movements, every 250 tonnes of ore extracted from a blasted production ring is reported to 
PitRAM where it is timestamped and attributed an oredrive location. This reporting from loader 
operators to PitRAM is in real time and must be accurate for the production engineers to 
quantify the amount of material taken from each ring. However, with anything nonautomated 
lies the risk of operation and human error.  If poor blasting has occurred, oversized fragments 
of ore may flow to the drawpoint. These are fragments too large to be passed though the 
grizzlies and into the orepass system. The occurrence of oversize requires loader operators to 
haul the material to a nearby stockpile for secondary breakage. Like all ore movements, this 
too is reported to PitRAM so that rock breaking equipment or blasting crew can be notified to 
break the large rock. It is possible that some bias may exist however this is unlikely as operators 
like to justify all times when not bogging ore from the drawpoint. As both ore and oversize 
movements are timestamped, the data set can be manipulated to show the oversize occurrence 
over the life a ring being extracted. An issue faced in the collation of this data was that only 
the oredrive location is attributed to these ore movements and not the exact ring. To resolve 
this issue, the drill and blast engineer’s production database, ‘DBDataDupe’ was used to find 
the date and time of each ring firing so that this could be cross implemented into the production 
data collected from PitRAM. A total dataset of 29 wireless rings and a surrounding 75 baseline 
rings were selected for oversize material movements. 
Near-field vibrational traces were next collected for individual production rings. A vibrational 
trace or signature is a plot of particle velocity (mm/s) over time (ms). These traces were made 
available using two triaxial geophones which were installed near the ring prior to blasting. 
These geophones were surface installed prior to each blast using a drill, a chemical binding 
agent and a Dynabolt. An example of the geophone station installed in oredrive 5 can be seen 
in the Figure 16 below. An Instatel MiniMate Plus monitor was used for the collection of this 
data. 
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Figure 16. Oredrive 5 Ring 47 Triaxial Geophone Station 
At EHM, vibrational diagnostics are done mainly on technical blasts such as slots and stand 
ups. This means there was limited vibrational data on baseline production rings. Of these 
vibrational records, a large portion were unusable due to excessive noise in the recordings. This 
was a common issue faced at EHM and is likely the result of geological structure interfering 
with the ground vibrations or poor geophone installation. In these instances, the detonation 
timing was unrecognisable. Consequently, a limited baseline dataset of 11 vibrational traces of 
adequate quality were available. Of the 29 wireless trial rings, a total of 26 were recorded using 
the geophones. Out of these 26 only 13 were clear vibrational traces where the delay times 
could be identified. To allow for an analysis of the accuracy of the detonator delay times, the 
‘as charged’ paperwork completed by charge-up crew were also collected to compare the 
nominal delay times with the actual delay times. 
Drawpoint inspections were the last piece of performance data collected for this thesis. Two 
inspection criteria within the inspection sheet that are useful for this project are the brow 
condition assessment and fragmentation observations. Brow condition refers to the extend of 
damage visible to the brow zone. One of three brow condition categories is selected after an 
observation of the brow which is defined by extent of overbreak observed. These distances are 
estimated visually.  The ranges and names of these categories can be seen in Figure 16 below. 
Fragmentation observations are also conducted which approximates the percentages of visible 
fragmented ore within certain particle size ranges, see Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Brow condition and fragmentation observation inspection criteria 
As can be seen on the bottom portion of Figure 17, fragmentation zones are assigned 
percentages. The drawpoint corresponding to this fragmentation condition can be seen below 
in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18. Good drawpoint fragmentation following a wireless blast 
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A major limitation to using the data collected from inspection sheets is the validity of the data. 
Drawpoint inspection sheets are completed by technical services personnel, meaning that both 
subjectivity and human error may affect these results. This must be considered when drawing 
conclusions on this data.  
3.3 BLAST DOMAIN AND DESIGN DATA COLLECTION 
3.3.1 Geology and Geotechnical Environment 
The Ernest Henry deposit has a competent felsic volcanic orebody surrounded by intermediate 
volcanic rock. This is overlayed by a series of geological zones above the hanging wall 
comprising of a hanging wall shear zone, schist, albitite and diorite, as seen in Figure 19.  
 
Figure 19. EHM Geology (Campbell, 2016) 
 
The orebody has a uniaxial confined strength (UCS) between 110 MPa to 140 MPa with an 
‘good’ RMR rating of between 60 – 65. The rock quality designation (RQD) classification for 
the deposit is generally constant and sits above 80%. An RQD contour map pertaining to the 
WEBS trial level, 1500 Level, can be seen below in Figure 20. Based on this geotechnical and 
geological data, it can be assumed that all rings on the 1500 Level are within the same blasting 
domain. 
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3.3.2 Production Blasting Design Parameters 
Ernest Henry Mine consists of sublevels at 25 m intervals and cross cut spacing of 15 m across 
each level. The production width and height for production cross cuts is 6m and 5m 
respectively. Each production ring uses an 8 hole ‘improved’ fan pattern with shoulder hole 
inclinations of approximately 65°. The designed burden spacing is 2.6 m with ring inclinations 
of 80°. Each ring contains approximately 165 m of 102mm up-holes with a designed blast 
tonnage of approximately 2700 tonnes.  
Figure 20. 1500 Level RQD Contour Map (zone of 
evaluation data shown in red) 
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In terms of production charging, EHM conventionally uses a 1.1 g/cm3 Dyno Nobel Titan 7000i 
emulsion in conjunction with nonel MS detonators. Blastholes are double primed to the same 
delay, initiating at the centre of the ring and moving outwards at 25 millisecond intervals. An 
example of a typical ring design and charge distribution can be seen in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21. Level 1500 Oredrive 09 Ring 36 Charge Design 
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Importing the baseline design data and explosive parameters into JKSimBlast 2DRing allows 
for a basic assessment of the 3D energy distribution of the baseline design. To achieve this, the 
average ring design for Level 1500 was generated using the design component of the software. 
This involved the establishment of oredrives, blast boundaries, production drill pivot points, 
blast holes and the loading of bulk explosive using the manufacturer properties for the product, 
see Figure 22. 
 
Figure 22. JKSimBlast baseline ring generation and explosive properties 
Following the creation of the ring design a 3D energy distribution was generated using the 
software to show the distribution of powder factors at the burden length of 2.6 meters, see 
Figure 23 below. 
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Figure 23. 3D energy distribution for the baseline design at a burden distance of 2.6 m 
 
A maximum powder factor of approximately 0.60 kg/t was modelled in the middle of the ring 
at 2.6 meters away from the detonated holes. The powder factor gradually reduces until a 
powder factor of approximately 0.15 kg/t located at the boundary of the ring design, shown in 
dark blue.  
A condition of the Orica trial of the wireless initiation system was to use a bulk product from 
the same manufacturer. Hence it is necessary to model the 3D energy distribution for the 
wireless trial with the new explosive product as this may have an influence of the performance 
data analysed. Orica’s Subtek Eclipse gassed emulsion was used in place of the Dyno Nobel 
Titan 7000i gassed emulsion. Both products are similar in a range of attributes, however the 
Subtek emulsion has a lower density of 1.0 g/cc. As the drilled design of the ring is unchanged, 
the explosive poperties inputted into 2DRing were modified to the Subtek specification before 
remodelling the 3D energy distribution for the wirelessly charged rings, see Figure 24 below. 
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Figure 24. 3D energy distribution for the wireless design at a burden distance of 2.6 m 
The energy distribution for the wireless ring at a 2.6 meters burden distance almost exactly 
replicates the baseline energy distribution with marginally lower powder factor due to the 
reduction in the products density and velocity of detonation. It can therefore be concluded that 
the wireless trial rings have no advantage over the baseline production rings with the possible 
exception of the wireless detonator itself.  
3.4 CONCLUSION 
The data collection process completed for this project allowed for a global view of the available 
options and direction that the performance evaluation could take. Ensuring an adequate size 
dataset was collected for each of the performance criteria was a key priority. Several 
limitations, however, challenged this priority with a large portion of the vibration data being 
deemed invalid due to poor quality vibrational records. Performance data for both baseline and 
wirelessly fired rings was obtained and will allow for a comparison across a range of results 
which will form the basis of the analysis. Following the collection of the performance data, a 
singular blasting domain was established and the energy distribution of the baseline and 
wireless rings compared. This returned similar results with a slight reduction in powder factor 
to be expected with the wireless trial rings due to a lower density product. 
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CHAPTER 4: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
An analysis has been conducted on several performance outcomes of the wirelessly blasted 
production rings. These results have been compared to baseline data collected from production 
rings blasted with pyrotechnic wired detonators. Due to the wireless trial targeting the safety 
benefits of the technology, no direct performance based data was actively collected during the 
trial. Therefore, the analysis conducted is based on the already available performance data 
routinely collected at EHM. Available data collected from site has allowed for the analysis of 
three main performance characteristics: fragmentation, detonation performance and brow 
condition. Fragmentation analysis looks at comparing the rill fragmentation and oversize taken 
from both the wireless blasted rings and the pyrotechnic blasted rings within the same blasting 
domain. Detonation performance utilises near-field vibrational data to identify the occurrence 
of a range of detonation events such as delay accuracy, partial detonation, non-detonation, 
confinement and sympathetic detonation. A comparison of the brow condition between both 
detonation products was also completed utilising the data collected from drawpoint inspection 
sheets. 
4.2 FRAGMENTATION AND OVERSIZE 
4.2.1 Baseline Fragmentation and Oversize 
The fragmentation observed after each blast was first analysed for the baseline pyrotechnic 
design. A sample of 29 fragmentation observations were used for production rings fired with 
the baseline blasting design. These were constricted to Level 1500 to limit the effects of 
differing blasting domains when comparing to the wireless data. Particle size ranges were 
established and a percentage of the fragmented rock was allocated to each range. Particles sizes 
of less than 50mm were very fine, 50mm to 600mm were fine, 600mm to 1200mm were coarse 
and any particles above 1200mm were deemed rough. These observations were collated as can 
be seen in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Baseline Fragmentation Observations 
Location 
Date 
Fragmentation Zone 
Level OD Ring Very Fine Fine Coarse Rough 
1500 3 48 27/2/2017 30% 70% 0% 0% 
1500 3 40 11/12/2016 20% 70% 10% 0% 
1500 3 38 14/11/2016 40% 40% 20% 0% 
1500 3 33 9/10/2016 0% 90% 10% 0% 
1500 3 32 4/10/2016 20% 75% 5% 0% 
1500 3 31 2/10/2016 50% 50% 0% 0% 
1500 5 47 12/03/2017 20% 75% 5% 0% 
1500 5 45 13/02/2017 15% 80% 5% 0% 
1500 5 39 11/12/2016 20% 70% 10% 0% 
1500 5 37 14/11/2016 5% 65% 20% 10% 
1500 5 33 17/10/2016 20% 70% 10% 0% 
1500 5 30 2/10/2016 20% 80% 0% 0% 
1500 7 42 10/2/2017 15% 80% 5% 0% 
1500 7 30 5/10/2016 0% 95% 5% 0% 
1500 7 29 3/10/2016 50% 10% 0% 40% 
1500 9 40 13/2/2017 30% 70% 0% 0% 
1500 9 29 17/10/2016 80% 15% 5% 0% 
1500 9 29 15/10/2016 50% 45% 5% 0% 
1500 9 27 2/10/2016 10% 80% 10% 0% 
1500 9 26 1/10/2016 0% 50% 20% 30% 
1500 11 38 9/2/2017 15% 70% 10% 5% 
1500 11 27 9/10/2016 0% 70% 20% 10% 
1500 11 26 3/10/2016 20% 75% 5% 0% 
1500 13 37 27/2/2017 40% 40% 10% 10% 
1500 13 32 10/12/2016 30% 70% 0% 0% 
1500 15 23 2/10/2016 20% 70% 5% 5% 
1500 19 36 14/3/2017 20% 70% 10% 0% 
1500 19 33 14/2/2017 10% 70% 20% 0% 
1500 21 32 9/2/2017 20% 80% 0% 0% 
Average Fragmentation 23% 65% 8% 4% 
Two limitations have been identified relating to the validity of this data in representing the blast 
performance. The first being that the observations are conducted directly after the blast and 
hence only a very small percentage of the basted mass is being observed. This may not be a 
true representation of the blast performance as fragmentation is not uniform across the entire 
blast volume and hence one cannot infer the performance of a blast based on the fragmentation 
based on such a small sample size. Secondly, these observations are prone to subjectivity as 
the inspection sheets are carried out by people whose assessment may vary ring to ring or 
person to person. Hence a more objective approach was required which led to the analysis of 
oversize movements from each blasted ring. 
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Oversize material resulting from a production blast acts as an objective indicator of blast 
performance. A production ring of a poorly detonated blast would experience less 
fragmentation and more oversize. Material extracted after each blast is hauled via a Load Haul 
Dump (LHD) unit and fed into the orepass system. In order to reduce the likelihood of orepass 
hangups, where bridges are formed in the orepass blocking the flow, grizzly’s are used. A 
grizzly is a heavy-duty screen which restricts and ore material above a certain size. These large 
fragments of ore are known as oversize and require secondary breaking. At EHM the movement 
of ore from each blasted ring is recorded and sent to the onsite database management system 
known as ‘PitRAM’. Here, ore quantities in tonnes are timestamped with a respective oredrive 
location. Hence by isolating the firing dates of each ring, the ore movements from each ring 
can be tracked. This is essential for this analysis as all oversize removed from each ring is 
tracked and acts as a great indicator to blast performance. In SLC mining, LHD’s may extract 
more than the design blasted tonnes from a ring. In these cases, fragmented ore remaining on 
the above levels is extracted. Therefore, oversize from levels above may be extracted from a 
ring which would affect the validity of this comparison. To limit this effect, only oversize 
movements in the first 2000 tonnes of draw from each ring are to be used when comparing the 
results of both initiation systems.  
It has previously been established by the engineers on site that the quantity of oversize removed 
from a blasted ring is relatively consistent, increasing as the ore is continuously extracted from 
the drawpoint. As such the oversize movements from an average baseline design production 
ring on the trial level have been collected and graphed to demonstrate this relationship, see 
Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. 1500 Level baseline oversize per ring 
As can be seen in Figure 25, the quantity of oversize removed from the average production ring 
increases linearly as ore is extracted from the drawpoint. The amount of ore drawn from any 
one ring on Level 1500 ranged between 800 to 6000 tonnes. With production rings designed at 
approximately 2600 tonnes it can be seen that material is extracted past 100% draw for a large 
portion of rings. This is typical of a SLC operation in order to maximise recovery. However, 
as previously stated, only the first 2000 tonnes of draw will be analysed in the comparison. 
Under the baseline design there is an average 9.1 tonnes of oversize which must be removed 
from the drawpoint each 500 tonnes that is extracted. This ratio will serve as the primary 
indicator for the comparison against oversize results. It can also be observed in Figure 25 that 
the trend is linear over the entire draw. This result is to be expected as the production rings on 
the above level followed the same baseline design hence the oversize movements should be 
consistent with the baseline data on Level 1500. 
4.2.2 Wireless Blasting Fragmentation and Oversize 
Next, the fragmentation observations from the inspection sheets were then extracted. Of the 29 
production rings fired, 20 fragmentation observations were made by mine technical services 
personnel. These can be seen below in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Wireless Fragmentation Observations 
Location 
Date 
Fragmentation Zone 
Level OD Ring Very Fine Fine Coarse Rough 
1500 3 47 18/2/2017 20% 80% 0% 0% 
1500 11 39 2/22/2017 0% 25% 75% 0% 
1500 7 43 2/23/2017 20% 40% 40% 0% 
1500 23 32 2/23/2017 20% 80% 0% 0% 
1500 13 39 28/2/2017 20% 60% 10% 10% 
1500 5 47 12/3/2017 20% 75% 5% 0% 
1500 3 49 15/3/2017 5% 90% 5% 0% 
1500 13 40 19/3/2017 5% 90% 5% 0% 
1500 15 39 12/3/2017 40% 50% 0% 10% 
1500 17 37 12/3/2017 30% 70% 0% 0% 
1500 21 35 12/3/2017 40% 60% 0% 0% 
1500 11 41 15/3/2017 5% 90% 5% 0% 
1500 17 38 24/3/2017 10% 90% 0% 0% 
1500 19 37 26/3/2017 20% 75% 5% 0% 
1500 15 41 30/3/2017 20% 50% 15% 15% 
1500 23 36 3/4/2017 0% 70% 30% 0% 
1500 23 37 4/4/2017 0% 100% 0% 0% 
1500 17 39 4/4/2017 0% 100% 0% 0% 
1500 21 37 27/3/2017 35% 50% 5% 10% 
1500 21 38 1/4/2017 0% 90% 10% 0% 
Average Fragmentation 16% 72% 10% 2% 
As was previously stated with the baseline results, there are limitations relating to the validity 
of this data both from being subjective and not representative. Another factor that may be 
affecting these results is the ‘Hawthorne Effect’. This is a type of personal reactivity in which 
individuals can modify their judgment if they know they are being watched. This could be an 
influencing factor where persons inspecting the rill take additional care as they know data 
collected on the trial will be later used.  
The oversize movements for the production ring blasted with the wireless detonators were next 
investigated. A graph showing the amount of oversize moved from a ring against the quantity 
of ore extracted from the ring can be seen in Figure 26 below.   
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Figure 26. 1500 Level wireless oversize per ring 
On first observation of these results it can be seen that there are two clear linear trends in the 
data. Oversize is experienced a lower rate for the first 3000 tonnes of draw and then increased 
to a second, more frequent, rate between the draw tonnages of 3000 to 5000 tonnes. As early 
draw of the ring is predominantly the primary recovery (ore pertaining to the blasted ring) it 
can be suggested from this graph that there is better fragmentation experienced in the wirelessly 
blasted ring compared to the overlying rings which are extracted later at the drawpoint. The 
rate at which oversize is encountered in the first 3000 tonnes of draw is 4.5 tonnes of oversize 
per every 500 tonnes of ore extracted. After the first 3000 tonnes is drawn from the ring, the 
remaining ore experiences oversize at a rate of 16.0 tonnes per 500 tonnes of ore extracted. 
4.2.3 Fragmentation and Oversize Comparison 
The results from the fragmentation inspection sheets were compared by formulation cumulative 
size distribution curves for both initiation cases. In order to derive these curves, the particle 
size ranges previously outlines were averaged and plotted alongside the percentage of rock 
mass within that range. This gave an approximate distribution for the purposes of comparison 
and can be seen in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Average cumulative passing size distribution comparison 
The baseline pyrotechnic design, shown in orange, returned a slightly finer fragmentation 
outcome with respect to the wirelessly blasted rings. The 80 percent passing size (P80) of the 
baseline and wireless ring design is 320 mm and 370 mm respectively. The 20 percent passing 
size (P20) of the baseline and wireless ring design is 40 mm and 60 mm respectively. Both 
deviations are a within 50 mm from each other and hence no clear optimum initiation system 
can be concluded from this data. Statistically both results are similar as they are within the 
accuracy of the measurement system. This similarly and the inherent human error in the 
fragmentation observations requires a more objective approach to fragmentation. This leads to 
the comparison of oversize material resulting from both initiation systems. 
In order to determine whether the wirelessly blasted rings had an effect on the quantity of 
oversize, a heat map was generated showing the oversize tonnages extracted from both the 
wireless and pyrotechnic wired production rings. This provides a visual representation across 
each oredrive on the 1500 Level as would be seen from a plan view. To limit the effects of 
differing blasting domains, the baseline design rings have been limited to 3 rings in front of 
and behind the wirelessly charged rings. Oversize from adjacent or overlying rings has been 
minimised in this analysis as only the first 2000 tonnes of ore draw from each ring has been 
assessed. Table 6 below depicts the generated heat map with each cell representing a ring in a 
given oredrive on Level 1500. Green cells represent low oversize movements with red cell 
representing high oversize occurrence. The 29 cells with crosses represent the trial rings which 
were fired wirelessly.
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Table 6. Oversize heat map displaying the quantities of oversize removed from each ring in the first 2000 tonnes of draw 
1500 
Level 
Oredrives 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
R
in
g
s
 
52 0.0           
51 98.8           
50 0.0 81.1          
49 0.0 0.0          
48 0.0 0.0          
47 0.0 0.0          
46 68.0 11.0 0.0         
45 59.8 0.0 0.0         
44 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  18.6     
43  58.0 62.0 0.0 69.5 0.0 0.0     
42   56.0 41.7 0.0 166.0 0.0 0.0    
41   0.0 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0  
40   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 118.2 0.0 15.0 27.0 0.0 
39    21.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
38    11.4 0.0 51.0 31.4 78.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
37     45.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 78.7 0.0 0.0 
36     0.0 62.0 48.5 41.1 0.0 0.0 40.0 
35       66.4 24.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
34        35.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
33        16.6 125.2 0.0 0.0 
32        0.0 94.2 39.0 0.0 
31         82.7 0.0 392.7 
30          0.0 16.6 
29           0.0 
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Upon visual inspection, a slight reduction in the average amount of oversize in the wireless 
trial rings is observed. It is also evident that the three baseline production rings following the 
wireless ring experience lower oversize than the three baseline rings prior to the trial rings. The 
average expected oversize for all baseline production rings in the above dataset was 27.8 tonnes 
for the first 2000 tonnes of ore extracted. Conversely, a 50.1% decrease in oversize was 
experienced for the wireless fired production rings with an average 13.9 tonnes of oversize 
removed for the wireless ring in the first 2000 tonnes of draw. This reduction in oversize can 
again be seen when comparing the rate of oversize encountered for both initiation systems, 
shown below in Figure 28. 
 
Figure 28. Cumulative oversize drawn per ring comparison 
 
4.3 NEAR-FIELD VIBRATION DIAGNOSTICS 
An analysis has been conducted on the detonation performance of the wirelessly charged rings. 
These results have been compared to baseline data collected from production rings blasted with 
pyrotechnic wired detonators. Near-field vibrational signatures of individual production blasts 
allows for the identification of a range of detonation issues common to SLC production 
blasting. These include delay inaccuracies, partial detonation, non-detonation, confinement and 
sympathetic detonation. Two areas investigated within this analysis are the occurrence of non-
detonation and a comparison of nominal delay accuracy between the two products. It is 
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theorised that the removal of wires will reduce the occurrence of non-detonation, which has 
been shown in literature to be the result of hole cut-offs and dislocations. Additionally, the 
trialled wireless booster utilises Orica’s electronic i-kon™ detonator and hence it is 
hypothesised that the accuracy of the nominal delay times for the WEBS rings will be 
consistent with standard electronic detonators.  
Of the 29 production rings charged with WEBS, a total of 26 near-field vibration measurements 
were taken using triaxial geophones. Of these 26 vibrational traces, 13 were of sufficient 
quality to analyse. The remaining traces experienced excessive background noise to the point 
where the initiation of each detonator could no longer be reliably determined. This was a 
common issue faced at EHM and is likely the result of geological structure interfering with the 
ground vibrations or poor geophone installation. An example of good and a poor wireless 
vibrational trace (or signature) can be seen below in Figures 29 and 30. The nominal delay 
times have been indicated using red lines. 
 
Figure 29. 1500 OD03 R47 clear vibrational trace (wireless) 
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Figure 30. 1500 OD11 R39 poor vibrational trace (wireless) 
As can be seen in Figure 29, there are 5 clear peaks corresponding to the 5 nominal delay times 
at 25ms intervals set for the 8 holes in the ring.  The exact time of each detonated hole can also 
be found to a millisecond precision. In the case of Figure 29, the delay times are exactly on 
time with the exception of holes D and/or F which detonated a millisecond early at 24ms. This 
assessment was completed for each of the 13 wireless vibrational traces. The results are 
summarised in Table 7 below where ‘red’ shaded cells indicate non- or partial detonation and 
‘pink’ shaded cells indicate a timing error of more than 3 milliseconds.  
Table 7. Wireless detonation performance summary 
Blast ID 
Hole ID, Nominal Delay and Detonation Performance 
Comments 
A B C D E F G H 
1500 OD03 R42 125ms 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD03 R47 125ms 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms - ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD07 R43 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms 125ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD13 R39 125ms 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 125ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD15 R38 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms 125ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD19 R35 125ms 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD05 R47 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms 125ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD03 R49 125ms 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms - ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD13 R40 125ms 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD21 R35 125ms 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD17 R38 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms 125ms ±1ms accuracy 
1500 OD15 R41 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms 125ms ±2ms accuracy 
1500 OD17 R39 100ms 75ms 50ms 25ms 50ms 75ms 100ms 125ms ±2ms accuracy 
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Of the 13 wireless vibrational traces analysed, 11 had delay accuracies within 1 millisecond of 
the nominal delay time with the remaining two rings within 2 milliseconds. This timing result 
is expected as the WEBS product uses an electronic detonator. This also confirms that the 
wireless communication to the in-hole receivers has no effect on the delay accuracy. There 
were also no non- or partial detonations identified over the wireless trial rings. 
Following the wireless vibrational results, the same analysis was conducted for the baseline 
design for means of comparison. All near-field vibrational results taken at EHM were filtered 
across 5 levels to produce a total of 11 clear vibrational traces for the pyrotechnic detonators. 
Typically near-field vibrational diagnostics are done for technical blasts on site, thus limited 
vibrational records existed for a standard pyrotechnic production ring. A summary of the 
pyrotechnic vibration results can be seen below in Table 8. Again, cells shaded ‘red’ indicate 
non- or partial detonation and ‘pink’ shaded cells indicate a timing error of more than 3 
milliseconds.  
Table 8. Baseline detonation performance summary 
Blast ID 
Hole ID, Nominal Delay and Detonation Performance 
Comments 
A B C D E F G H 
1500 OD05 R34 200ms 150ms 100ms 50ms 25ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±6ms accuracy 
1500 SD09 R06 200ms 150ms 100ms 50ms 25ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±1ms accuracy 
1525 OD14 R17 200ms 150ms 100ms 25ms 50ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±9ms accuracy 
1550 OD07 R38 200ms 150ms 100ms 25ms 50ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±12ms accuracy 
1550 OD09 R37 200ms 150ms 100ms 25ms 50ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±15ms accuracy 
1550 OD09 R38 200ms 150ms 100ms 25ms 50ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±15ms accuracy 
1550 OD09 R53 200ms 150ms 100ms 50ms 25ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±10ms accuracy 
1550 OD11 R38 200ms 150ms 100ms 25ms 50ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±7ms accuracy 
1550 OD17 R32 200ms 150ms 100ms 50ms 25ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±9ms accuracy 
1600 OD31 R70 200ms 150ms 100ms 25ms 50ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±6ms accuracy 
1600 OD37 R94 200ms 150ms 100ms 25ms 50ms 100ms 150ms 200ms ±10ms accuracy 
Based on the available data and the results shown in Table 8, it is evident that the blast 
performance of the pyrotechnic rings is unfavourable when compared to the wireless trial rings. 
Of the 11 vibrational traces analysed, 10 experienced timing inaccuracies and 4 experienced 
non- or partial detonation. The vibration trace of 1550 OD11 R38, shown in Figure 31, give an 
example of both a non- detonation and timing inaccuracies.  
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Figure 31. 1500 OD11 R38 vibrational trace (conventional delay) 
As can be seen in Table 8, the peak delay times of this blast are 25ms, 50ms, 100ms, 150ms 
and 200ms. Upon inspecting the vibrational trace, it is evident that several delay times are 
inaccurate with an actual delay variation of ±7 milliseconds. It can also be identified that there 
are minimal vibrations occurring at the 100ms delay time. At this delay there is a maximum 
instantaneous charge of 226.7kg which is marginally less than the 264.9kg at 150ms. A similar 
vibrational magnitude is therefore expected at 100ms which indicates that this most likely a 
non- or partial detonation.  
4.4 BROW CONDITION ANALYSIS 
Brow condition was the last blast performance factor analysed for both initiation systems. This 
analysis was completed using data collected from drawpoint inspection sheets following blasts. 
Brow condition is a measure of blast performance as it analyses the extent of damage in the 
brow area. A good production blast will have a clean break at the bottom of the production 
ring. Conversely, a poor production blast may cause brow break back which may extend to the 
next ring. Three brow condition categories are used to rank the brow status after a blast. These 
are good brow, average brow and bad brow and are ranked based on the distance of overbreak 
from the fired ring, as quantified in ‘Chapter 4: Data Collection at a Sublevel Caving 
Operation’.  
Partial Detonation 
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Using the same data set as was used for the fragmentation observations, a total of 29 baseline 
brow observations and 18 wireless brow observations were collected for this analysis. The 
results of the observed brow conditions for both initiation systems can be seen as pie charts in 
Figure 32 below.   
 
Figure 32. Brow condition occurrence pie chart comparison 
The results suggest a significant improvement in the brow condition of the wirelessly fired 
rings when compared to the baseline pyrotechnic detonated rings. A total of 67% of all wireless 
rings observed had overbreak within 1m of the detonated ring compared to a lower 24% of 
conventional rings. No poor brow conditions were observed for the wirelessly detonated rings. 
This improvement is likely the result of a reduction in non- or partial detonations due to the 
elimination of hole cut-offs and dislocations which would ordinarily leave wired detonators 
useless.  
4.5 CONCLUSION 
Following a performance evaluation of the wireless initiation system, several favourable 
outcomes were discovered. An analysis into the frequency of oversize in production rings 
found a 50.1% decrease for rings fired with the wireless initiation system. This would see a 
large improvement in the utilisation of loaders and would reduce the quantity of secondary 
blasting and breakage required to allow oversize material into the orepasses. A near-field 
vibrational analysis was then conducted to assess the detonation performance of the trial rings.  
24%
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Good Average Poor
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33%
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Each wireless blast showed 5 peaks corresponding to the nominated delay timings with no 
identifiable detonation issues across all trial rings. This outperformed the baseline results which 
experience 4 cases of non- or partial detonations. When analysing the timing accuracy, the 
results were consistent with the accuracy of an electronic detonator, to within plus or minus 2 
milliseconds.  This again was a favourable result when compared to the pyrotechnic delays 
which has on average a 9 millisecond delay accuracy. The brow condition of rings fired with 
both initiation system was lastly investigated, again retuning positive results for the wireless 
initiation system. A total of 67% of wireless brows inspected had less than a 1 meter overbreak 
which was significantly better than a 24% probability that a pyrotechnic detonated ring would 
have the same brow condition. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
A detailed literature review into the production blasting processes of sublevel caving operations 
returned a large gap in the current knowledge of wireless blasting. With a recent full-scale 
wireless detonation trial recently conducted at a Queensland SLC operation, an opportunity 
existed to close this gap by analysing the performance of the new technology. Research was 
then shifted to acquiring the relevant knowledge base to which collected data from the trial 
could be analysed and evaluated. Based on the need to close this gap in literature and contribute 
to the constant progression of automation and safety in the mining industry, a project aim was 
established. This was to compare and where possible evaluate the performance of wireless 
initiation systems against traditional ‘wired’ pyrotechnic initiation systems commonly used in 
sublevel caving operations. 
This aim was achieved though the analysis and comparison of three blasting performance 
attributes; fragmentation, detonation performance and brow condition. Data was collected over 
a four-month period on both the performance of wirelessly detonated rings and conventional 
pyrotechnical detonated rings. 
In analysing the fragmentation results from drawpoint inspection sheets, it was discovered that 
the baseline pyrotechnic design delivered slightly favourable results over the wirelessly 
detonated rings. This difference was within 5 cm of particle size deviation and coupled with 
the subjective nature of the inspection sheets it was determined that a more objective 
comparison of fragmentation was required. This objective approach was done though a 
comparison of oversize movements. It was found that the wireless rings reduced the frequency 
of oversize by 50.1%. This favourable result was attributed to improved delay accuracies and 
a reduction in non- and/or partial detonations. 
Following the comparison of fragmentation and oversize was an analysis of the near-field 
vibrational traces for both initiation systems. Upon investigating the wireless results, it was 
found that the detonation accuracy was within 1 millisecond on average with only two 
detonators experiencing a 2-millisecond deviation. This was a large improvement on the 
accuracy of the baseline design rings which returned an average delay accuracy of within 9 
milliseconds of the nominal delay time. This improvement in delay accuracy has been 
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attributed to the use of electronic detonators in the wireless initiation system. It was also 
concluded from these results that the wireless communication to the in-hole receivers had no 
effect on the accuracy of the detonators. Upon investigating other detonation issues, it was 
found that 4 out of 11 baseline rings experienced a non- or partial detonation. The wireless 
blasting results returned no identifiable detonation issues with a clear 5 peaks in for each 25-
millisecond delay. 
Brow condition was lastly investigated utilising the data collected form the drawpoint 
inspection sheets. This performance characteristic also returned favourable results for the 
wirelessly blasted rings with 67% of brows inspected having less than a 1 meter overbreak. 
This figure was significantly better than a 24% probability that a pyrotechnic detonated ring 
would have the same brow condition. Poor brow conditions with over 2.3 meters of overbreak 
were eliminated for the wireless detonated rings. These favourable results have been attributed 
to improved delay accuracies and a reduction in non- and/or partial detonations. 
The finding of this research project provides evidence to suggest that the implementation of an 
in -hole wireless detonation system win enhance the performance of production blasts in an 
SLC operation. 
Based on the limited literature in wireless blasting and the conclusions derived from this 
research project, the following recommendations are made: 
1. Analyse the increase in drawpoint availability and loader productivity due to the 
elimination of the ‘hook-up’ process resulting from the application of the wireless 
initiation system; 
2. Update the current literature on the optimisation of inter-hole delay timing across SLC 
production rings utilising the programable electronic detonators in the wireless 
initiation system; 
3. Research the applicability of automation of the SLC production charging process with 
the removal of initiation leads; 
4. Provide further investigation on the occurrence of vibrational anomalies in SLC 
production blasting and develop criteria which allows for simple identification of the 
different detonation issues; and 
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5. Conduct a detailed experiment testing the range of the wireless communication though 
different geological domains, geometries and distances.  
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APPENDICIES 
APPENDIX A – RISK ASSESSMENT 
A risk assessment of the relevant and potential hazards associated with the project has been 
conducted as a means of safety and precaution. The completion of this project required a site 
visit between July 19th to July 26th. During this time, several processes were completed to 
acquire data. This data acquisition required work to be completed underground in an inherently 
hazardous environment. In addition to a site visit, there are several process hazards regarding 
to the completion of the thesis which must be assessed. Where appropriate, hazards and their 
respective risks have been identified, quantified, and classed so that necessary controls can be 
put in place for mitigation. 
Prior to the identification of hazards, it is first necessary to establish a risk analysis structure to 
rank the likelihood and consequence of each identified risk. The Queensland Mining Safety 
Risk Management Structure can be seen below in Tables 9 to 11. 
Table 9. Risk Consequence Classification 
Level Consequence Injury Classification Damage Classification 
1 Very Low Minor Injury < $5,000 
2 Minor Medical Treated Injury $5,000 - $50,000 
3 Moderate Lost Time Injury ( < 2 weeks) $50,000 - $500,000 
4 Major Lost Time Injury ( > 2 weeks) $500,000 - $1,000,000 
5 Catastrophic Fatality(s) or Permanent Serious Disability(s) > $1,000,000 
 
Table 10. Risk Likelihood Classification 
Level Likelihood Description 
A Almost Certain Expected to occur in most circumstances (e.g. more than once per day) 
B Likely Probably occur in most circumstances (e.g. more than once per month) 
C Moderate Should occur at some time (e.g. more than once per year) 
D Unlikely Could occur at some time (e.g. less than once per year) 
E Rare Only in exceptional circumstances (i.e. unlikely to ever occur) 
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Table 11. Risk matrix 
 CONSEQUENCES 
LIKELIHOOD Very Low 
1 
Minor 
2 
Moderate 
3 
Major 
4 
Catastrophic 
5 
A (Almost Certain) 15 (Significant) 10 (Significant) 6 (High) 3 (High) 1 (High) 
B (Likely)  19 (Moderate) 14 (Significant) 9 (Significant) 5 (High) 2 (High) 
C (Moderate) 22 (Low) 18 (Moderate) 13 (Significant) 8 (High) 4 (High) 
D (Unlikely) 24 (Low) 21 (Low) 17 (Moderate) 12 (Significant) 7 (High) 
E (Rare) 25 (Low) 23 (Low) 20 (Moderate) 16 (Significant) 11 (Significant) 
Under the risk management structure described above, the following risk assessment, seen in 
Table 12, has been conducted.  
Table 12. Risk assessment 
Task 
Hazard 
(physical/process) 
L C 
Risk 
Rating 
Controls 
Site Visit  
Driving 
Underground 
Mechanical/Electrical 
(Light Vehicle Breakdown) C 1 22 
Conduct vehicle pre-start before 
each use, use isolator switch 
when required, report faults 
Organisational (Mobile 
machinery interaction) D 5 7 
Positive communications, up-to-
date training and certification, 
follow correct driving procedure 
Environmental (Poor 
visibility) B 2 14 
Complete thorough pre-start of 
lights and bacons, ensure 
adequate ventilation 
Working 
Underground 
Mechanical (hand tools 
for geophone installation) C 2 18 
Wear gloves, use correct tool for 
correct job, complete appropriate 
training 
Chemical (chemical resin 
for geophone installation) C 2 18 
Wear correct PPE (gloves, 
glasses), install resin cartridge 
correctly  
Gravitational 
(unsupported ground, 
falling rocks, rilling) 
D 4 12 
Stay under supported ground, 
wear hard hat, keep adequate 
distance from rill 
Environmental (poor air, 
visibility, temperature) A 1 15 
Ensure respirator on hand, 
adequate ventilation, full battery in 
cap lamp 
Explosive (proximity to 
pre-charged rings) E 5 11 
Check charge status prior to 
inspection, receive positive 
communication from charge crew 
Organisational (mobile 
machinery interaction) E 5 11 
Use tagboard correctly, positive 
communication with machinery in 
proximity, barricade if necessary 
Data 
Acquisition 
Poor quality data 
collected C 2 18 
Ensure correct installation of 
monitoring equipment, establish 
criteria for visual monitoring. 
Insufficient data collected 
C 2 18 
Create a plan for while on site, 
time management 
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Research Project Completion     
Data Analysis  Failure to complete 
E 5 11 
Follow developed schedule, 
regular meeting with supervisor 
Insufficient analysis 
conducted D 3 17 
Complete thorough literature 
review, consult with supervisor, 
consult with site personnel 
Limited access to required 
software C 1 22 
Complete analysis on site where 
software is an issue, manipulate 
data so that it is accessible off site 
Project Write-
Up 
Failure to meet deadlines 
E 5 11 
Follow developed schedule, 
regular meeting with supervisor, 
maintain good time management 
Poor quality of work 
D 3 17 
Provide drafts to supervisor for 
revision, good time management 
Contingency Plan 
A contingency plan has been formulated so that appropriate and realistic actions can be taken 
in the event that a process risk eventuates. In the development of this contingency plan, it must 
be noted that all baseline data has been collected during a summer vacation program. Therefore, 
the contingency plan, seen in Table 13, is based on the wireless data collection from an 
upcoming site visit and the aforementioned project completion risks. 
Table 13. Contingency plan 
Process Risk Possible effects Action 
Poor quality data 
collected 
Compromising the 
accuracy of analysis  
Inspect data as obtained so that adequate 
measures can be taken 
Site contact 
leaves 
Unable to complete 
site visit  
Maintain contact with several site personnel 
Loss of data 
Delaying project until 
revival 
Use both physical and online backups 
 
 
 
 
